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ABSTRACT. In this article the following theorem is proven. The commutator sub
group of the fundamental group of the complement to an irreduciblc curve in p2 is
fini tely presented.

o. Let D C p2 be a projcctive algcbraic curve. Denote by C = 7fl (P2 \ D) thc
fundamental group of the complement of D in p2.

As areal subvariety, j) is of real codimension 2 in p2. This situation is similar to
one in the knot theory: a knot k is of real codimension 2 in the three-dimensional
sphere S3. It is weH known that the set of knots is dividcd into two parts according
to the properties of thcir groups, that is, thc fundamental b'TOUPS of their comple
ments in 8 3. Denote by C = 7fl (83\ k) the group of a knot k and by N = [C, C] its
commutator subgroup. By theorem of Stallings [8], N is a finitely presented group
if and only if k is a fibred knot, that is, S3 \ k. adnüts a structure of fibration over
SI with Seifert surfaces as fibres.

The aim of this short note is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. 1/ D C p2 is an irreducible curve, then the commutator subgroup
N = [C, Cl 0/ C = 7fl (P2 \ D) is finitely presented.

Theorem 1 is a siulple consequence from thc following analog of this theorem in
the affine case.

Theorem 2. 1/ D c C2 is an affine irreducible CU11Je such that its projective
closure D C p2 and the line at infinity L oo = p2 \ C2 1neet transversally, then the
commutator subgroup N = [C, C] 0/ C = 7fl ((;2 \ D) is finitely presented.

In [K] it was proven that the commutator subgroup N = [G, G] of C = 1T1 (C2 \ D)
is finitely generated for any irreducible affine curve. To prove Theorelns 1 and 2 we
essentually base on the idcas and results fronl [K].

We shall consider more general situation whcn D = D 1 +... +D n is a reducible
reduced curve.
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Let L oo C p2 be a straight line and define C2 = p2 \ L oo , D i = D i n C2. By
li(X, y) = 0 denote an equation of D i, where li(X, y) E C[x, y] is an irreducible
polynomial.

By

(1) P : X = ([2 \ D ---t C* = c \ {O}

denote the morphism defined by equation

n

Z = rr fi(X, y)
i=l

We shall assume that the following condition is satisfied:

(*) A general fiber P-1(Z) = Yz is connected.

If D is connected in C2 , then F satisfies the condition (*).

Theorem 2'. /1 D = D 1 + ... + D n C p2 and L oo rneet transversally and D
satisfies the condition (*), then the kernel N of the induced homomorphism F... :
1t"1 (C2 \ D) ~ 1t"1 (C... ) is a finitely presented group.

Theorem 2 is a corollary of Theorem 2', since if D is irreclucible, then ker F...
coincides with the colllillUtator subgroup of 1t"1 (C2 \ tJ).

Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik
(Bonn) for hospitalily and support during the preparation of this paper.

1. Theorem 2 itnplies Theorem 1. Indeed, consicler an irreducible projective curve
D C p2 and choose a line at infinity L oo C p2 such that D and L oo nleet transver
sally. We have a natural hOlnomorphism

induced by inclusion i : C2 \ D ~ p2 \ D. Obviously, i* is an cpimorphism. By
[N], since D anel L oo nlcet transversally, the kernel of i* is an infinite cyclic group
generated by a simple cireuit around the line at infinity. Denote this generator of
ker i ... by 100' Since i ... is an epimorphism, the restrietion j : N ---t N = [C, G] of i",
to N is also epimorphism.

Let f(x, y) = 0 be an equation of D in C2 , where f(x, y) is an irreducible
polynomial. The polynomial 1(x, y) determines a morphisnl F : C2 ---t Cl defined
by equation f(x, y) = z such that D = F- 1 (O) is a fibre over zero. Consider the
restriction cp : C2

\ D ---t Cl \ {O} = C* of F to C2
\ D. The induced homomorphism

cp ... : G ---t ?Tl (C"') ~ Z is an epimorphism, since a general fibre of cp is connected.
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On the other hand, it is weIl known that 7fl (C2
\ D) is generated by the following

geometrie generators. By definition, a geometrie generator r is a loop consisting of
a path l, a smaH circuit s around D and a path l-l, where l connects the base point
of the fundamental group with a point x elose to D, s is a curcle (with positive
orientation) lying in a real plane passing frough x and meeting transversally D at
a point y E D whieh is the center of s. If D is irreducible, then all geometrie
generators are conjugated to each other. Thcrefore, the natural epimorprnsm a :
G --+ G/ N :::: H 1 (C2 \ D, Z) :::: Z, N = [G, G], sends all geollletric generators of G
to a generator of Z. It is easy to see that 'P* also scnds all geoIllctric generators
of G to a generator of Z. Hence, 'P* and a coincide. Moreover, the homorphism
a aHows us to consider G as asemidireet product G ::::: N ~ Z. Wc fix one of the
geometrie generators, say r, as a generator of the second factor Z. Then roo cau
be represented as a product: roo = vrd , where cl = deg !(x ,1J) is the degrce of the
curve D and v is some element of N. Since thc interscetion ker i* n N is trivial, the
homomorphism j : N --+ N is an isomorphism.

2.1.. Proo1 of Theorem 2'. Consider the map F defined by (1) and denote by
X = C2 \ D the complement of D. It is weH kl10wn that there exists a finite subset

{Zl' ... , zn} C C*

such that
F: X\F- 1({ZI"",Zn}) --+ C* \ {ZI, ... zn}

is a 10caHy trivial Coo-bunclle. As in [K], let Bi be a disk of center Zi and radius
Ti « 1 , and let BBi be its boundary. Chaose two distinct points Zi,1 1 Zi,2 belonging
to BBi . The points Zi,1 , Zi,2 divide BBi into two ares ri,1 and ri,2' Chaose non
interseeting paths ri connecting the points Zi,1 and Zi+l,2 (Zn+l,2 = Z1,2 ), and let
ri,l be the are of aBi such that lin = (Ur i,l) U (Uri) is thc boundary of a restricted
set V contaiuing the arigin 0 E Cl , and such that Zi f/. V for all i, 1 ~ i ~ n (see
Figure 1 in [KJ). Let lex be the boundary ofthe set Vu(uBd. Put T = (UBi)U(urd.
The set Z = F- 1 (T) is called a necklace of D .

Since T is a retract of C* anel the fi bration F : X \ Z --+ C* \ T is a locally
trivial, we have the following

Proposition 1. [K] 11 D satisfies the condition (*), then X = C2
\ D and the

necklace Z 0/ D are homotopy equ.ivalent.

Thus 7fl(C2 \D) ::::: 7f1(Z), llloreover, we have the following comlllutative diagram

7fl (C2 \ D) f-(--

---4) Z.

If D satisfics thc condition (*), then F"" is an epilnorphislll.
Let Zo E rn be a point and let Y = F-l(zo) bc thc fiber over Zoo The embedding

Y C Z induces the hOlnomorphism 'ljJ : 7fl(Y) --7 7fl(Z), Obviously, 1m'ljJ C ker F* .
In [K], it was shown that thc following theorcln is tI'UC.
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Theorem 1. 1/ D c C2 satisfies the condition (*), then the Jollowing sequence

is exact.

F.. 7J
)lLJ ---+) 0

Corollary 1. If D C C2 satisfies the condition (*), then N = kcr p ... is a finitely
generated group.

Denote by Zex = P-l(lex) thc preimage of lex. The inclusion Y C Zex C Z and
thc morphism F give rise to the following eorumutative diagrarn

1 ) 7fl (Y) Oe:!' ) 7fl(Zcx)
F ..

>Z

(2) ltP 1ßex 1==
1 N

a
7fl (Z)

F .. )z)

---+) 0

----+) 1

The map F : Zex --+ lex is a loeally trivial fibration. Thus all rows in this diagram
are exaet.

Denote by hex thc diffcomorphism of Y dctcnnincd by the eireuit along lex.

2.2. We fix a point Yo E Yo = Y. Let li C lex be a path joining Zn with Zi,2 (we use
notations froln 2.1) anel eonsisting of the part of 1'n up to thc point ZI,ll thc path
from Zl,l to Zl,2 along 1'1,2, thc path ,1, the path froln Z2,l to Z2,2 along '2,2, and
SO on up to the point Zi,l' If we fix IDeal trivializations of the bun~le F : Zex --+ lex
over some covering of lex, then the paths Li lift uniqucly to paths li C Zex starting
at the point Yo. We denotc by Yi the end of thc path Li·

Let Bi = P-l(Bi ). The above paths Li define hOlnornorphisrns Pi : 1fl(Bi, Yi) --+
1fI(Z, Yo)' We denote by 'lj;i : 7fl(Yi, Yi) --+ 7fl(Bi,]Jd thc homolnorphism inducecl
by inclusion, where Yi = F- 1(Zi,I). By Lemlna 2 in (K]' the homomorphisms 'lj;i
are epimorphisms.

Sinee F : Zex --+ lex is a locally trivial bunclle, the above paths Li define iso
Inorphisrlls O:'i : 1fl (Yi l Yi) --+ 7fl (Yo,Yo)· Hence in what follows we shati idcntify
thc groups 1fl(Yi, Yd with the group 7fl(YodJo). Thus we obtain epimorphisms
'lj;i : 1fl(YO, Yo) --+ 1fl(Bi, Yi)'

2.3. We identify 1fI (lex) with 1fl (T) by means of isoIIlorphism induced by inclusion
lex C T. The exact sequence

1 F. ) 7fl (T, zo) ---+) 1

defines an infinite cyclic covering 9 : Z --+ Z fitting into a comnultativc cliagram

~ F ~

Z )T

91 19

z )T
F
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in which 9 : T -t T is the universal covering. Pick a point Yo E g-l(yO)' and let
ZO = p(yo). T~en 'lr1(Z, vo) = N.

The space T is a disjoint union of countably mallY discs Bi,j, j E Z, such that
Bi'; c g-I(Bd. These discs are joined by illtervals (see Figure 2 in [K]) and form
a chain. We number the discs Bi,j in the oreler induced by the order in the chain
as is shown on FiguTe 2. In each interval joining neighboring discs we piek a point
Zi ( in the interval joining the discs Bn,-l aud BIll we take thc above point zn)
anel number them in oreler induced by the order in the chain (thc point Zo has the
number 0). _ _

We denote by Tkn,mn the "part" of the space T lying betwcen the p~ints Zkn
anel zmn, m > k, where n is the number of discs Bi belonging to T. Let Zkn,mn =
P-ICrknlmn).

Lemma 1. 1r1(Zkn,mn) is a finitely presented group.

Proof. Let ZO,i,j be the center of the elisc Bi,j. Consider aspace

n 1n

z2n,mn = p-l(rkn,mn \ UUZO,i,j).
i=l j=k

Since fibrations F p-l (Bi,j \ {ZO,i,j}) --+ Bi,j \ {ZOli,j} are locally trivial Coo_
bundles over punctured discs with punctured Rlemann snrfaces as fibrcs, the fun
dalnental groups 1r1 (p-l (Bi,j \ {ZOlilj} )) are finitely prcsented. Applying Seifert 

van Kampen theorem, we obtain that 1r1 (Z2n
l
mn) is a finitcly prescnted group. The

preimage F-1 (U?= I Uj~k Zo, i ,j) is the union 0 f a fini tc nUllbcr of Rlemann surfaces

and the kernel of the natural epimorphism 1r1 (ZZn,m1J --+ 1r1 (Zkn,mn) is generated
by geometrie generators wmch are circuits arounel these surfaces. Since for each
irreelucible Riemann surface any two circuits arouncl it are conjugated, we obtain
that 1r1 (Zkn,mn) is a finitely presented group.

2.4.

Lemma 2. If f(x, y) is reduced and D and L oo meet transversally, then h~x = id,
where d = deg f(x, y)

Proof. The morphism F defines a rationalluap

-2 - -2 1
Let (j : IP -r IP2 be a composition of (j-processes such that F = F . (j : IP -t IP

is a morpmsm.
The equation zd = f(x, y) defines a nornHLl projcctivc surface Xd C p3 and a

morphism ;j,d : Xd -t IP2 . Thc preimage ~dl (L oo ) = y 00 is a non-singular curve.
- -2 - -2

Let X d be the normalization of Ir in the field C(X, Y1 z) anel cPrl : X d --+ f' the
corresponding morphism.

Choose a neighborhood U of the point 00 E pI whieh is isomorphie to the disc
ß = {u E C I I u I::; I} (thc origin u = 0 corresponds to the point 00 E U) and
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- --1
such that thc map F : F (U \ 00) --+ U \ 00 is a slnooth proper Illorphism. Put

U = F-
1

CU) and iJ = rjJ~I(U). We obtain the following comnlutative diagram:

u
(3)

<Pd
) U

lF
VJd

) U,

where 'l/Jd is defined by equation u = vd (v is a coordinate in ~). Bince preimage

F~1 (0) = 4>"d 1(Loo ) is a non-degencrate fibre of F d, the Illonodromy hd , acting on
a general fibre and defined by circuit around the bounelary of ~, is trivial. On the
other hand, it follows from commutative diagram (3) that hd = h~x' Lemma 2 is
proven.

2.5. The following LeIllma completes the proof of Theorem 2'.

Lemma 3. 11 fex, y) and D are as in lemma 2, then 7fl (Zkdn,mdn) are isomorphie

to 7fl (Zo,dn) for all k and m.

Proof. Let lex = g-l(lex) and Zex = g-I(Zex)' Then P : Zex --+ lex is a trivial 0 00
_

bundle. Consider fibres Ys = P- 1(zs) of this bundle. If we choose a trivialization,
then we can identify all these fibres, in other worcls, the choosecl trivi~lization

induces diffeomorphisms CIi,j : Yi --+ lj. If kdn ~ 8 ~ 1ndn, then Y'l C Zkdn,mdn

and this inclusion induces an epimorphism 'ljJfj,kdu,mdn : 1f1 er.. )--+ 1fl (Zkdn,mdn)

such that if k~n ::; r ::; mdn, then 'l/Js,kdn,mdnC't"lS* = W",kdn,mdn.

All spaces Zkdn,(k+l)dn, k E Z, are naturally diffeomorphic to each other, since
these spaces are thc preimages of d circuits along thc necklace T starting at the
point zoo These diffeomorphisms allow us to identify the fundamental groups
1fl (Zkdn ,(k+l)dn) ::::::::: 1f for all k. This identification is cOIllpatible with thc above
identification of the fibres Yr , that is, thc following cliagram is commutative:

VJr,.lcdn,(k+l)dn1
1fl (Zkdn,(k+l)dn)

Ur "., )

l1P",mdn,(nl+l)dn

1f1 (Zmdn,(m+1)dn)

To obtain ZO,2dn frOl~ ZO,dn and Zdn,2dn (sinülarly, for Z-2dn ' 0)..:..- we must paste
these two subspaces of ZO,2dn along the diffeolnorphic fibrcs Ydn C ZO,dn anel Ydn C

Zdn,2dn' The rule of pasting is defined by mOIlodrolllY h~x' In our case, by Lemma
2, h~x = id. Applying Seif:,rt - van Ka~pell theorerll, we obtain that there exists
an isomorphism WO,2 : 1fl (ZO,dn) --+ 1f1 (ZO,2dn) compatible with the epimorphisms
0:'*. The obvious induction completes thc proof of this Lelnma.
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